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Weekly Economic Review
Recovery on track for retail and wholesale trade

Retail Sales 
Recovery diverges across sectors

Overall retail sales are back on track, even as some 
sectors continue to lag. Retail trade increased by 1.2% 
month‑over‑month (m/m) to $6.9 billion in July, following two 
months of robust gains. Sales were 1.7% higher than a year 
ago. Growth was propelled by ongoing gains at food and 
beverage stores, and strong growth at building materials and 
garden supplies, electronics and appliances, and general 
merchandise stores. While all categories have rebounded from 
the lows, some continue to struggle (Chart 1). Sales at motor 
vehicle and parts dealers were down 1.1% year‑over‑year 
(y/y) as lower sales at car dealerships offset large gains at 
other motor vehicle dealerships (recreational vehicles, travel 
trailers, motorcycle, ATVs, etc.). Sales at furniture and home 
furnishing stores were also lower than a year ago after being up 
in June. Meanwhile, sales at gasoline stations and clothing and 
accessory stores remained well below 2019 levels.

Wholesale Trade
Auto sales boost recovery

Wholesale trade recovered to pre‑pandemic levels in July. 
Alberta’s wholesale trade sales stood at $6.6 billion for 
the month, up 2.1% m/m and above its February level. 
The boost was largely driven by motor vehicles and parts, 
which increased at a record pace. This gain offset lackluster 

sales across machinery and equipment and miscellaneous 
goods, the only two sub‑categories that remained below 
their February levels. Building material and supplies made 
a notable comeback in July, after posting some weakness 
during the first half of the year. On a year‑to‑date basis, 
wholesale trade remained down 5.6% due to strong sales in 
the second quarter of 2019.

Resale Housing
Sales activity remains strong

Activity in Alberta’s housing market continues to be robust. 
Home sales increased 1.4% m/m to 5,067 in August, a 
moderate gain after three sizable monthly increases. In the 
past two months, home sales exceeded pre‑COVID levels, 
with eight of eleven regions, including Edmonton and Calgary, 
experiencing full recoveries. As a result, sales were up 9.2% 
from February and 11% from a year ago. However, sales in 
Fort McMurray and Grande Prairie continued to lag, while 
there was ongoing weakness in Lethbridge. The average 
resale price ticked up 0.1% to $399,395, a three‑year high 
on the back of improving demand (Chart 2). After a strong 
rebound in the number of new listings over the summer, the 
pace pulled back in most regions, and was 3.7% below the 
February level in August. With strong sales and a slowing 
number of new listings, months of inventory were down to 
4.8, a five‑year low.

Source: Statistics Canada

CHART 1: MANY SECTORS POSTING GROWTH               
Year‑over‑year change in retail sales by category, July 2020

Recovery diverges
Year-over-year change in retail sales by category, July 2020
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CHART 2: ALBERTA HOME SALES AND PRICES AT MULTI-
YEAR HIGH
Resale housing unit sales and average resale price (seasonally adjusted)

Alberta home sales and prices at multi-year highs
Resale housing unit sales and average resale price (seasonally adjusted)
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National Balance Sheet
Household net worth improves on equity prices

The net worth of Canadian households bounced back in the 
second quarter of 2020 as equity markets recovered from 
the COVID rout in the first quarter. The net worth of Canadian 
families stood at $11,956 billion as of June 30, 2020, $567 
billion (+5.0% quarter‑over‑quarter) above its level in the 
previous quarter and 2% above its December 31, 2019 level. 
The rebound in net worth was propelled by an increase in the 
market value of equity and investment funds and the value 
of life insurance and pension plans, reflecting the recovery 
in stock markets. While overall consumer debt rose in the 
second quarter, the increase was slower than growth in 
incomes and concentrated in lower interest mortgage debt, 
resulting in lower debt‑to‑income and debt service ratios.

Consumer Price Index
Inflation remains muted

Alberta’s inflation rate has slowed with lower prices for 
meat and services. The consumer price index in Alberta fell 
0.5% m/m in August, with annual growth slowing to 0.6%. 
The monthly decline was led by falling prices for fresh or 
frozen beef, inter‑city transportation, rent and a lower cost 
of purchasing and leasing of passenger vehicles. The 6.6% 
m/m decline for fresh or frozen meat (excluding poultry) was 
particularly pronounced after it surged 15% from April to 
June when COVID‑19 halted production at meat‑processing 
plants. The reversal in meat prices helped temper food 
inflation. However, the moderate headline inflation rate was 
largely due to lower service prices and slower core inflation 
(Chart 3). Core inflation fell to 0.4% y/y in August, a nine‑year 
low, whereas inter‑city transportation (‑15% y/y) and traveller 
accommodation (‑18% y/y) service prices plunged amid travel 
restrictions and weaker demand.

Manufacturing Shipments
Gains bolstered by petroleum products

Manufacturing activity in Alberta was strong for the third month 
in a row. The value of manufacturing shipments grew 3.0% 
m/m in July, following a 5.9% surge in June. Although many 
sub‑sectors improved, over three‑quarters of the total growth in 
factory sales was driven by petroleum and coal shipments, with 
refinery runs on the rise as demand continued to recover after 
pandemic‑related health measures were lifted (Chart 4). The 
increase in energy products was accompanied by gains across 
food, transportation equipment and furniture sales. These 
gains offset ongoing declines in machinery, fabricated metal 
products manufacturing and chemicals, in which shipments 
are now close to a multi‑year low. Factory sales in Alberta have 
recovered about one‑third of the losses experienced between 
February and April.

Source: Statistics Canada

CHART 4: FACTORY SALES RECOVERY DRIVEN BY 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Manufacturing shipments by category (seasonally adjusted)

Factory sales recovery driven by petroleum products
Manufacturing shipments by category (seasonally adjusted)
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CHART 3: INFLATION PULLED LOWER AS SERVICE 
INFLATION SLOWS
Alberta consumer inflation rate

Core inflation pulled lower as service inflation slows
Alberta consumer inflation rate

Source: Statistics Canada
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